We study and explore the symmetry properties of fermions coupled to dynamical torsion and electromagnetic fields. The stability of the theory upon radiative corrections as well as the presence of anomalies are investigated. *
Introduction
The study of gauge field theories with torsion has been object of intensive investigations in recent years due its possible relation with the string theory -the most promising framework for overcoming the problems of quantum gravity [1] -which predicts, along with the metric, a totally antisymmetric rank-3 tensor field usually associated with torsion. On the other hand, the direct interaction of torsion with fermionic matter fields has received considerable attention for a long time for purposes of formulating general relativity as a gauge theory [2, 3, 4, 5] . In fact, torsion is the geometric object that relates spin of matter with the geometry of the space-time [6] .
As it is well known, in the Einstein-Cartan gravity, torsion is determined by the spin distributions and cannot propagate outside matter; however, there have been discussed recently some theoretical and phenomenological implications of the hypothesis that torsion is a propagating field [2, 5] . In particular, the analysis of the consistency of an effective quantum field theory of spinors interacting with propagating torsion and electromagnetic fields has been considered in the works of Ref. [5] ; the perturbative analysis was performed at one-and two-loop orders, indicating severe restrictions for the theory.
The aim of our work is to provide a simple algebraic understanding [7] of these results and an extension of them to all orders of perturbations theory. We shall show the stability of such model under radiative corrections and investigate the possible presence of anomalies, by making use of the symmetry properties of the theory. We shall consider a situation where matter interact with a gravitational field whose torsion fluctuations dominate over the metric excitations. In practice, this means that we adopt a space-time as a flat background on which the torsion degrees of freedom propagate and interact with matter and gauge fields -it might corresponds to a physical situation where the torsion field is produced by a cosmological neutrino sea [8] .
Our results indicate that a consistent effective quantum field theory of torsion -stable under radiative corrections and anomaly free -requires non-minimal gravitational coupling between the torsion and the (massless) fermionic sector. Moreover, it does not contain neither interaction nor coupling terms between torsion and electromagnetic gauge fields, while keeping the initial gauge and discrete symmetries.
The Action
In a Riemann-Cartan space-time, the action for a massless fermion minimally coupled to torsion and electromagnetic fields has the form:
where the covariant derivatives of the spinor fields are given by:
2)
here, Latin indices refer to frame components. B ab µ are the components of the spin-connection (a function of metric and torsion, see [6] for details). The torsion tensor is defined by T 
where λ µν is the Christoffel symbol. Since the main goal of our work is to study specific effects of a propagating torsion and its coupling to fermionic matter and electromagnetic fields, we restrict our analysis to a flat-metric background (g µν = η µν ). Moreover, in our considerations, we shall be dealing only with the pseudo-vector component of torsion, S µ , since this is the only mode of T κ µν predicted by string theory and that survives a minimal coupling to fermions. Thus, we set
From (2.1) and (2.2), one gets the matter action in presence of torsion and the electromagnetic fields: 5) where the interaction term between fermions and torsion comes from the minimal (if α = ) coupling. Notice that the coupling constants e and α are dimensionless. Moreover, it is important to point out that only the totally antisymmetric component of the torsion minimally couples to matter field.
The action is left invariant under usual U(1) gauge transformations for the fermion and the electromagnetic fields:
Along with such a symmetry, the theory has also an additional local chiral invariance for which S µ behaves as the corresponding gauge field:
Here, Λ and θ are respectively scalar and pseudo-scalar gauge functions. We underline that, in contrast to the gauge transformation (2.6), (2.7) does not leave invariant a bilinear mass term,ψψ, for the fermion.
In the same way as in QED, the action remains invariant under charge conjugation, C, symmetry:
Our point of view is that S µ is even under charge conjugation symmetry since it might only mediate, along with the metric, the gravitational interaction between spinor particles.
Furthermore the theory has an additional rigid gauge invariance, namely:
where ω is a constant parameter. The kinetic action for the gauge sector, compatible with the local and discrete symmetries (2.6) -(2.8), is as follows:
where
Here, we do not consider the following gauge invariant torsion-photon coupling terms ε µνκλ F µν S κλ and F µν S µν since they both break charge conjugation symmetry (2.8). In fact, as we shall see later, this action is stable under radiative corrections; namely, neither coupling nor interaction terms between torsion and electromagnetic fields are required into the action in order to fulfill stability condition.
Since the theory possesses two local symmetries, one has to perform a gauge fixing for both, i.e.:
In view of that, let us start from the following action for fermions interacting with electromagnetic and torsion fields in a flat background:
The (continuous) symmetries properties of this model are translated in a set of the Ward identities, namely:
14)
We point out that, in the same way as the gauge fixing terms, bilinear mass terms for the abelian gauge fields are allowed since they provide only a linear breaking of the identities (2.14) and (2.15) -this linearity been preserved by radiative corrections. However, the same conclusion does not hold for the fermionic sector: a fermionic mass term is not allowed since it provides a non-linear breaking of the Ward identity
Stability
Once established some symmetry properties of the theory, let us proceeding further by studying the stability of the action under radiative corrections. Let us consider Σ → Σ + εΣ, (3.17) whereΣ is the most general integrated local polynomial of dimension bounded by four, due to power-counting renormalizability; it has the same quantum numbers as Σ. Moreover, it is invariant under local and rigid gauge transformations, namely:
The most general counterterm,Σ, respecting the discrete C-symmetry along with the conditions (3.18) is given by:
19) where the Z's are arbitrary coefficients. This corresponds to a redefinition of the fields and coupling constants of the theory, namely:
with
where φ stands for A, S or ψ.
Here some remarks are in order. Notice that the bilinear fermionic mass term,ψψ, cannot shows up in the counterterm while the local chiral symmetry is required. In the same way, the term ε µνκλ A µ S ν F κλ is not allowed by the requirement W AΣ = 0; it is a (electromagnetic) gauge invariant one only if torsion behaves as a longitudinal gauge field, namely, S µ = ∂ µ φ [4] .
Anomaly
Now, we shall investigate if the symmetry properties of the model can be extended to the quantum level for the vertex function
Firstly, we notice that the stable action is also invariant under parity, P, transformation:
where we emphasize, as usual, the pseudo-vector character of S µ , while A µ behaves as a vector under P. When investigating the possible quantum breaking of the continuous symmetries we shall make use the fact that the discrete symmetries, including parity, must be preserved at the quantum level. The Ward operators (2.14) and (2.15) transform in the following way under parity and charge conjugation symmetries, respectively:
Then, according to the quantum action principle, the Slavnov-Taylor identities (2.13) get the following quantum breaking:
for ∆ A(S) a local polynomial of dimension four; in view of (4.24) it is even (odd) under parity and odd (even) under charge conjugation symmetries. Having these conditions in mind, we find out that the symmetry (2.6) is not anomalous: it is straightforward to show, resolving the corresponding Wess-Zummino consistency conditions [9] , that ∆ A can be written as a W Avariation of a local polynomial,∆, odd under parity and even under charge conjugation symmetries, namely:
Rewriting the vertex function asΓ = Γ −h∆, the Ward identity, W AΓ = 1 λ ∂ 2 ∂A, is recovered. On the other hand, ∆ S cannot be totally written as a W S -variation; its functional form reads as:
then we have a breakdown of the local chiral symmetry by quantum effects -the so called ABBJ anomaly [10] present on spaces with torsion [11] . However, it is well known that its coefficient, a, vanishes whenever one consider a model involving for instance two spinor fields interacting with torsion, with opposite coupling constants. Thus, in this case, the gauge transformation (2.7) for the spinor field should be replaced by ψ i → e iα i θ(x)γ 5 ψ i (i = 1, 2), with α 1 − α 2 = 0. in agreement with the conjecture that a renormalizable model of fermions coupled to torsion requires non-minimal couplings [12] .
